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ABSTRACT
The improvement of robots is an ongoing and complex area of research.
Whether those improvements are cost-efficiency, task completion, or versa-
tility, the design changes are usually within the robots themselves. Although
there are many applications of robots which require adaptation to an uncon-
trollable or unpredictable environment, there are still many applications in
which a custom made interactive environment is not only feasible, but prefer-
able. By developing an understanding of how a well designed environment
can effect or control a robot’s actions and decisions, we improve our abil-
ity to design large systems which effectively and efficiently complete tasks,
without the high cost and complexity of stand-alone robots. Multi-robot sys-
tems are increasing in popularity and improving in functionality. Whereas
many multi-robot systems are designed to incorporate some concepts of min-
imalism, they are still using complex, expensive robots. By designing the
environment as well as the robots, we can reduce these costs while maintain-
ing or even improving, the functionality of the system.
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To anyone unsure of the next step in their life; just keep moving forward.
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(a) Weasel Ball (b) Interior of a Weasel Ball (c) $100 Robot
Figure 1.1: The weasel ball, with only one actuator and no sensors, and the
more advanced 100 dollar robot
Multi-Robot Systems is a popular area of research. Some of this research
uses complicated and expensive sensors and actuators to allow each robot to
process its environment and signals from other robots to act based on that
information. These systems are expensive and must be carefully designed.
Many robots used for multi-robot systems cost thousands of dollars [1]. Our
lab has been doing research on systems using much simpler, less expensive
robots. Originally we used four dollar weasel balls, which have no sensors and
only one actuator, but have since also created slightly more programmable
robots, which still cost less than 100 dollars each. We have created a sim-
ulator to run experiments on agents which behave similarly to these simple
robots. This simulator can be used to run more experiments with more
agents much faster than would be possible with our physical experiments.
This is mostly because the time to set up and restart these experiments in
the lab is so great, but also due to the costs and challenges associated with
using a greater number of robots. The physical experiments are usually run
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using only 1-6 robots. One experiment with 50 weasel balls (Figure 1.2) was
run, however it was incredibly challenging to set up, and was only done once.
Whereas the simulator can easily run 100 agents at a time, and can run more
than that with the exception that it runs slower.
Figure 1.2: Picture of physical experiment using 50 weasel balls, requiring
participation from the entire lab group.
In this thesis we will explain the structure and design of the simulator, dis-
cuss experiments it has been used to run and their implications, and possible
alterations and applications of the simulator.
1.2 Related Work
Within our lab, the physical experiments using weasel balls have studied the
behavior of wild bodies controlled by their environment [2] [3]. These studies
have been continued and expanded using different types of robots as well
as simulations to study behavior [4] [5]. Within the field of robotics, there
are many related areas of research, including a family of work which creates
low-level control laws for hybrid systems from high-level specifications [6] [7]
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[8]. There is also work which uses passive fences to manipulate moving parts
[9] [10].
1.3 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the current structure of the code developed
as well as design decisions which could be altered or expanded upon. Chapter
3 describes and analyzes several experiments performed by this simulator.




This chapter describes the design and functionality of the code of this simu-
lator. First it details the functionality and features of the code, then explains
specific design choices.
2.1 Code Functionality/Features
Figure 2.1: The types of objects in this simulator
This simulator is written in Python, using a library called pygame. It is
designed using object-oriented programming. The objects used are Regions,
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Gates, Agents, and Obstacles.
Regions are polygons, each edge is an impermeable wall and any gates into
or out of a region must have its endpoints along a wall. A portion of that
wall then becomes a permeable gate entrance or exit. Agents are constrained
to move within these regions. Obstacles are polygons placed inside regions,
bounded by impermeable walls that contain no gates. Agents will bounce off
of the walls of obstacles just as they would the walls of a region.
Agents move at a set speed, moving in a straight line until a collision oc-
curs. If two agents collide with each other they bounce, with each agent
choosing their new direction to be directly away from the other agent. When
an agent collides with a wall, if the section of wall is not a gate entrance, or
if the gate is full, the agent picks a random direction from a triangular distri-
bution. It is possible for the agent to pick any direction to move away from
the wall, but the chances of moving perpendicular to the wall are highest,
and moving along the wall are nearly zero. This was a design decision which
will be explained in the next section.
Gates have the most potential for future development. Currently only one
type of gate is fully functional and tested. These gates are one-way gates,
created by lines with endpoints which both exist along a wall of a region.
One point designates the entrance and the other designates the exit. These
are intended to connect different regions, however a gate could have both
endpoints on the same region. The visualization includes the actual line of
the gate as well as displaying the gate entrances and exits along region walls,
however this is only a visual aid; if these lines cross over other regions, or
cross each other, they will not cause collisions, or in any other way interact
with the agents. The only interaction with agents occurs at the entrances
and exits. If an agent collides with an exit, it will bounce off as if it is a
wall. If an agent collides with a gate entrance, and the gate is not full, it
will enter the gate. There is a brief period of time between the agent being
consumed by the gate, and it being produced at the gate exit. This length of
time is hard coded and does not depend on the distance between the entrance
and exit. During this delay the gate is full and will not permit entrance to
another agent. When the delay is over the agent is released at the gate exit,
with it’s original speed and a direction perpendicular to the wall containing
the gate exit. This predetermined direction was a design choice which will
be explained in the next section, and should be taken into account when
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designing environments. For example a region should not have a gate exit
placed such that a gate entrance is along the line perpendicular to it, or every




The agent speed is set to 5 pixels per time-step. This was mostly an arbitrary
choice, but was intentionally lower than the recommended agent size. This
number affects how quickly, in real time, the simulation runs. It could be set
higher, but should only be increased if the agent size is increased, otherwise
there is a high risk of agents moving across boundaries between collision
checks, which would allow agents to leave regions when they should have
bounced off of the wall.
2.2.2 Bounce Angle
A triangular random number is used to determine the direction when agents
bounce off of walls. The movement of the agents in the simulator are based
on the movements of the weasel balls this simulator was originally designed
to emulate. These balls did not reflect off of walls as a billiard ball would,
but deflected at a seemingly random angle. In addition, if reflective bounces
are used the system becomes deterministic, and regions could be designed
either to optimize flow or to trap agents. However, choosing the angle of
reflection from a uniform distribution between -90 degrees and 90 degrees
(in which the zero angle is perpendicular to the wall) results in agents which
are as likely to move along the wall as to move away from it. This would
not reflect the movements of the weasel balls, nor would it allow the agents
to strike the walls as frequently as possible. Instead, we chose a triangular
distribution. This distribution still allows for any angle between -90 and 90
degrees, but makes it more likely that the agent will move away from the
wall.
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2.2.3 Gate Exit Angle
Agents exiting gates always exit at an angle perpendicular to the wall in
this simulator. This was an intentional design feature, again based on the
movement of the weasel balls. This could easily be changed to a random
angle, preferably chosen from a triangular distribution. Making this angle
random would increase the variability of the system and remove the potential
for regions to have inflated throughput due to a gate entrance being located
directly along the exit path of another gate.
2.2.4 Gate Type
The gate type currently available in the simulator was chosen for simplicity.
It is the most basic gate design and therefore the simplest to design for and
to use. Adding functionality for other gate types is high priority for future
work, and would allow for more complex and informative experiments.
2.2.5 Gate Delay
The length of the gate delay was arbitrarily chosen based on the typical gate
length used in our experiments. It is important that there be some delay, to
prevent multiple agents moving through the gate simultaneously. However
the length of that delay could be set based on many variables, including the
distance between the gate’s entrance and exit. Determining optimal gate
delay and implementing it would be possible future work.
2.2.6 Gate Size
The size of a gate’s entrance and exit were also mostly arbitrary, though
loosely based on the typical agent size. Based on observations of weasel balls
with different sized gates, it appears that having a gate entrance larger than
an agent by a factor of at least 2 allows for a decent chance that the agent
will strike the gate. In addition, if the gates are smaller than the agents it
no longer represents real world agents and gates. For these reasons, gate
entrance and exit size should be adjusted for significantly larger agents.
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2.2.7 Agent Collision
The choice to have agents bounce directly away from each other after a
collision was made both based on observation of weasel balls, and for the
sake of simplicity. While it would be possible to have agents bounce away
from each other differently, such as using a random angle, it was determined




This chapter describes several experiments run using this simulator and dis-
cusses their results. These experiments look at controlling the ratio of agents
within regions, the effect a region’s shape has on its traversability, the effects
of different door placements, and the effects of pressure on completion time.
There is also an example of a course completion experiment, which analyzes
how quickly a given course can be traversed by many agents.
3.1 Region Ratios
For this experiment an environment was designed with two regions of equal
size, large enough to contain 100 agents without pressure being a contributing
influence. For each trial there were 100 agents of size 6 run for 50,000 time-
steps. The number of agents in each region was recorded at each time-step.
For each arrangement of gates the simulation was run twice, once with all
100 agents starting in the first region, and once with all 100 agents starting
in the second region. Figures 3.2, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8 show the number of agents
in each region throughout the experiment. Figures 3.3, 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9
show the statistics of the number of agents in each region during the last
45,000 time-steps of each trial. Figure 3.1 gives an example screenshot of the
experiment.
The motivation for this experiment was the question of what would happen
if two regions were connected by three gates, two going one direction and one
going the other? Would the regions remain balanced with half of the agents
in one region, and half in the other, or would one region empty completely
after enough time? This was a question which required an experiment with
many agents, so it was far easier to run using the simulator than physical
robots.
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Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the Extreme Imbalance Region Ratios Experiment
3.1.1 Even Balance: One gate moving in each direction
For this trial the environment was set up so that one gate went from Region
1 to Region 2, and one gate went from Region 2 to Region 1. As you can see
in Figure 3.2 the number of agents in each region levels out to approximately
half in each region regardless of which region the agents begin in. Using the
data acquired after the 5,000th time-step, we found the mean and standard
deviation for the number of agents in each region for each of these two runs.
These statistics can be seen in Figure 3.3. The average number of agents in
Region 1 was 49.1 and the average number of agents in Region 2 was 50.9,
with an average standard deviation of 5.6. This trial gives us a baseline,
demonstrating that an equal number of gates moving in both directions will
result in approximately equal numbers of agents remaining in each region
over a long period of time, regardless of the initial balance.
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(a) All agents begin in Region 1
(b) All agents begin in Region 2
Figure 3.2: The number of agents in each region during the 50,000
time-steps of the 1:1 trial of the Region Ratios experiment.
Figure 3.3: The statistics for the number of agents in each region between
the 5,000th and 50,000th time-steps of the 1:1 trial of the Region Ratios
experiment.
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(a) All agents begin in Region 1
(b) All agents begin in Region 2
Figure 3.4: The number of agents in each region during the 50,000
time-steps of the 1:2 trial of the Region Ratios experiment.
3.1.2 Slight Imbalance: One Gate vs. Two Gates
For this trial the environment was setup so that one gate went from Region
1 to Region 2, and two gates went from Region 2 to Region 1. As seen in
Figure 3.4 the number of agents in each region levels out to approximately
one third of the agents in Region 2 and two thirds in Region 1, regardless of
which region the agents begin in. Using the data acquired after the 5,000th
time-step, we found the mean and standard deviation for the number of
agents in each region for each of these two runs. These statistics can be seen
in Figure 3.5. The average number of agents in Region 1 was 67.36 and the
average number of agents in Region 2 was 32.64, with an average standard
deviation of less than 4.2.
This trial answers the motivational question; what would happen if two
regions were connected by three gates, two going one direction and one going
the other? As seen it causes the region’s average population to be based
on the number of gates going into and out of that region. This phenomena
could have many real world applications. For example, if patrolling robots
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are distributed in a building, and use a gate to move between the rooms of
the building, and there was a room which was twice as large as another, the
gate system could be set up between the two so that the larger room had
approximately twice as many robots patrolling it.
Figure 3.5: The statistics for the number of agents in each region between
the 5,000th and 50,000th time-steps of the 1:2 trial of the Region Ratios
experiment.
3.1.3 Even balance: Four gates moving in each direction
For this trial the environment was set up so that four gates went from Region
1 to Region 2, and four gates went from Region 2 to Region 1. As seen in
Figure 3.6 the number of agents in each region levels out to approximately
half in each region regardless of which region the agents begin in. Using the
data acquired after the 5,000th time-step, we found the mean and standard
deviation for the number of agents in each region for each of these two runs.
These statistics can be seen in Figure 3.5. The average number of agents in
Region 1 was 51.1 and the average number of agents in Region 2 was 48.9,
with an average standard deviation of 4.76. This trial was done to act as the
control group for the 7:1 trial, using the same number of gates, but with an
equal number in each direction. The comparisons between this and the 1:1
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(a) All agents begin in Region 1
(b) All agents begin in Region 2
Figure 3.6: The number of agents in each region during the 50,000
time-steps of the 4:4 trial of the Region Ratios experiment.
Figure 3.7: The statistics for the number of agents in each region between
the 5,000th and 50,000th time-steps of the 4:4 trial of the Region Ratios
experiment.
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trial are interesting. As seen when comparing Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.6, the
increased number of gates causes a much faster convergence, however despite
this, there was not an improvement in the standard deviation. This indicates
that if the goal of an environment is to have the populations converge faster
to the desired balance, increasing the number of gates while maintaining the
ratio will be useful; however, if the goal is to have the populations hold more
closely to their means, increasing the number of gates will not be helpful.
3.1.4 Extreme Imbalance: Seven Gates vs. One Gate
(a) All agents begin in Region 1
(b) All agents begin in Region 2
Figure 3.8: The number of agents in each region during the 50,000
time-steps of the 7:1 trial of the Region Ratios experiment.
For this trial the environment was set up so that seven gates went from
Region 1 to Region 2, and one gate went from Region 2 to Region 1. A
screenshot from this trial can be seen in Figure 3.1. As you can see in
Figure 3.8 the number of agents in each region levels out to approximately
one-eighth in Region 1 and seven-eighths in Region 2, regardless of which
region the agents begin in. Using the data acquired after the 5,000th time-
step, we found the mean and standard deviation for the number of agents
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in each region for each of these two runs. These statistics can be seen in
Figure 3.5. The average number of agents in Region 1 was 11.97 and the
average number of agents in Region 2 was 88.03, with an average standard
deviation of 2.75. For reference, 1/8 = 0.125 and 7/8 = 0.875. This trial was
chosen to demonstrate that these ratios will still be maintained even when
more extreme. It appears that having a more extreme ratio may shrink the
standard deviation as well.
Figure 3.9: The statistics for the number of agents in each region between
the 5,000th and 50,000th time-steps of the 7:1 trial of the Region Ratios
experiment.
3.2 Region Shape
For this experiment an environment was designed with three regions, a small
starting region, a small final region, and region between the two of a variable
shape and size. For each trial there was one agent of size 6, with the time it
spent in the middle region being recorded. For each trial the middle region
had a different shape, and the simulation was run until the agent reached
the final region, 100 times. Figure 3.10 gives an example screenshot of this
experiment.
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Figure 3.10: Screenshot of Region Shape Experiment (Shape 2).
The reason for including the starting region and the final region is to test
the effect of the region’s shape, as well as the effect of the entrance/exit
placement on the speed with which it can be traversed. The motivation
behind this experiment is to advise future experimenters of the various shapes
they could use for regions, and the speed with which those regions can be
traversed. This experiment could easily be extended to test different shapes,
and to test the quality of these shapes when multiple agents are present.
3.2.1 General Shapes
Using several arbitrarily chosen shapes, we found that certain aspects of the
shape may influence the speed with which it can be traversed. Figure 3.11
shows each of the eight shapes used and Figure 3.12 shows the statistics of
the traversal times for each shape.
Shapes 2 and 7 were the easiest for the agent to traverse. They were both
simple and relatively small. Shapes 3, 4, 5, and 6 were all much harder for
the agent to traverse, with shape 5 being the hardest. These shapes are
both larger, and more complex than the other shapes. Typically, it could be
assumed complexity was the cause for these higher traversal times, however
shape 6 is not particularly complex, but is instead rather large. This shows
that size may have more of an impact than shape complexity.
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(a) Shape 1 (b) Shape 2 (c) Shape 3 (d) Shape 4
(e) Shape 5 (f) Shape 6 (g) Shape 7 (h) Shape 8
Figure 3.11: Shape of the region. The red line is the enterance to the
region, and the green line is the exit.
Figure 3.12: Statistics on time taken to traverse shape
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3.2.2 Variations on a Square
(a) Square (b) Corners Removed (c) Corners Extended
Figure 3.13: Three shapes with same entrance and exit locations, with
different corner types.
Using a basic square as the first shape, then removing the corners to create
an octagon, and finally extending the corners to create a star, we tested the
effect the shape of the corners may have on the traversal time. Figure 3.13
shows each of these three shapes, and Figure 3.14 shows the statistics of the
traversal times for each shape.
As you can see in Figure 3.14 the removal of the corners does in fact im-
prove the average traversal time as well as the standard deviation. Similarly,
extending the corners to create a star not only increases the average traversal
time, but has an even greater effect on the standard deviation. This indicates
that regions which are more rounded, with only obtuse angles, make more
efficient regions, and star shaped regions are less efficient.
3.2.3 Extra Corridors vs. Direct Path
Using Shape 5 from the first part of in this experiment, and a version of that
shape with the extra corridors removed, we tested the effect of extra possible
pathways, or ”corridors”, on the traversal time. Figure 3.15 shows each of
these two shapes, and Figure 3.16 shows the statistics of the traversal times
for each shape.
As you can see in Figure 3.16, the removal of extra corridors not only
improves the average traversal time, but has a strong effect on the standard
deviation as well. While the completion time can still be quite high, due to
19
Figure 3.14: Statistics on time taken to traverse shape
(a) Extra Corridors (b) Direct Path
Figure 3.15: Two shapes with same entrance and exit locations, one with
extra corridors, one without.
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Figure 3.16: Statistics on time taken to traverse shape
the shape still being both complex and large, it is an improvement over the
shape with extra corridors. This added complexity could be intentionally
used to increase the traversal time, if speed of completion is not the only
goal of an experiment.
3.3 Course Completion
For this experiment an environment was designed with 10 regions, the upper
left region being the initial region, where all agents began, and the lower
left region being the final, or goal, region. The 17 gates create a directed
acyclic graph, causing agents to eventually reach the goal region. There were
100 agents of size 6 run until all agents reached the final region, run 100
times, with the completion time being recorded. Figure 3.17 shows both the
environment used and an example screenshot of the experiment being run.
This experiment is an example of how this simulator can be used to find
average completion time for many agents moving from the initial region to
the goal region of a complex environment. The average completion time for




Figure 3.17: The environment used for the course completion experiment
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3.4 Door Placement
(a) Doors centered in the wall (b) Doors placed near corners
Figure 3.18: Two environments used for the door placement experiment
For this experiment an environment was designed with six square regions
of equal size, and five gates connecting them in sequence. For each trial there
were 20 agents of size 6 run until all agents reached the final region. The
number of time-steps it took for all 20 agents to complete the course was
recorded. The simulation was run 100 times for each trial. In the first trial
the gate entrances and exits were placed in the center of the regions’ walls,
and in the second trial the gate entrances and exits were placed on the walls
near the corner of the regions. Figure 3.18 shows the two environments used
for this experiment.
The motivation for this experiment was a theory based on intuition, that
the agents would have an easier time entering gates which were placed away
from corners. In this case 90 degree corners were used. The results of the
experiment show that there is very little difference in completion time when
the gates are moved close to the corners of the regions. The statistics for the
completion times can be seen in Figure 3.19. While the average completion
time for centered doors is slightly less than that for corner doors, this is very
small difference. The average completion time for centered doors is 12042
time-steps, and for corner doors is 13268 time-steps, this is only about an
8% difference, less than half of the standard deviation. This implies that
this adjustment would not be significantly helpful in the design of easier to
traverse environments.
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Figure 3.19: Plot of completion times for 20 agents in both environments
3.5 The Effect of Interaction Between Agents
For this experiment an environment was designed with two regions and one
gate. The first region was sized so that 100 agents could fit, but would be
colliding with each other frequently, the second region was large enough to
easily contain 100 agents, and the gate connected the two so that agents
would move from the first region to the second. Figure 3.20 shows the first
region with both one, and 100 agents in it. For the first trial there was one
agent of size 6, run until that agent exited the first region, with the time it
spent in the first region being recorded. For the second trial there were 100
agents of size 6, run until every agent exited the first region, with the time
each agent spent in the first region being recorded. Each trial was run 100
times.
The results of this experiment show that if the goal of an experiment is to
have every agent exit a region, or complete a course, as quickly as possible,
only using a single agent will be the best solution. However if the goal is to
have the first agent complete as quickly as possible, using many agents will
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(a) 1 Agent (b) 100 Agents
Figure 3.20: Screenshots the same region with 1 agent vs 100 agents.
be most effective. As you can see in Figure 3.21, the solo agent was able
to exit the region much faster on average than all 100 agents in the second
trial. However, in the second trial, the first agent to exit the region did so
much faster than the solo agent. In fact, about half the agents could exit the
region with a similar average time as the solo agent. Three quarters of the
agents then exited with a higher average time than the solo agent, and all
100 agents exited much later, on average, than the solo agent. This means
that when many agents are put into a space together, there will be some
agents pushed through quickly, as well as a few slower agents, which are not
able to complete as quickly as if they were placed there alone.
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Figure 3.21: Plot of completion times for the Agent from trials using 1




CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The experiments performed demonstrate the utility of this simulator, and its
potential to aid in the design and testing of future experiments, both virtual
and physical. One experiment demonstrates behavior that was previously
unknown. The Region Ratios experiment shows that an unequal balance can
be created within an environment. This new concept could be useful in the
design of environments which perform more complex tasks than navigation
and course completion. In addition, the expansion of this simulator could
lead to discoveries of more unknown behaviors and useful design techniques.
4.1 Future Work
The area with the most potential is the development of different types of
gates. We have explored the use of strip gates, which are colored lines the
agents can choose to cross or treat as walls, based on the color and the current
state of the agent. These gates were problematic both in the simulator and
in the physical implementation. Problems occurred when agents would cross
these gates accidentally, crossing colors they should have treated as a wall or
crossing gates without updating their state accordingly. Because this was a
problem in both the simulator and in the physical experiments, we suspect
this issue makes this type of gate less reliable in general, and therefore less
useful than other types. To pursue this gate type, a new design technique
would be needed, one which either eliminates this problem, or compensates
for it.
Gates of the type we used could be expanded in many ways. Some of these
changes are already allowed for in the code, but not yet tested. Additional
entrance and exits could be added. Doors to the gate which are both an
entrance and exit could be added. Algorithms within the gates could be
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created, such as having two entrances and two exits, and only when both
entrances received an agent, would an agent be produced at each exit. These
are only a few examples of how this simulator can be expanded, as there are
many types of gates could be developed.
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